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Spin transfer torque in Mn3Ga-based ferrimagnetic tunnel junctions from first principles
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We report on first-principles calculations of spin-transfer torque (STT) in epitaxial magnetic tunnel junctions
(MTJs) based on ferrimagnetic tetragonal Mn3Ga electrodes, both as analyzer in a Fe/MgO stack, and also in
an analogous stack with a second Mn3Ga electrode (instead of Fe) as polarizer. Solving the ballistic transport
problem (NEGF + DFT) for the nonequilibrium spin density in a scattering region extended to over 7.6 nm into
the Mn3Ga electrode, we find long-range spatial oscillations of the STT decaying on a length scale of a few
tens of angstroms, both in the linear response regime and for finite bias. The oscillatory behavior of the STT in
Mn3Ga is robust against variations in the stack geometry (e.g., the barrier thickness and the interface spacing)
and the applied bias voltage, which may affect the phase and the amplitude of the spacial oscillation, but the
high (carrier) frequency mode is only responsive to variations in the longitudinal lattice constant of Mn3Ga
(for fixed in-plane geometry) without being commensurate with the lattice. Our interpretation of the long-range
STT oscillations is based on the bulk electronic structure of Mn3Ga, taking also into account the spin-filtering
properties of the MgO barrier. Comparison to a fully Mn3Ga-based stack shows similar STT oscillations, but a
significant enhancement of both the TMR effect at the Fermi level and the STT at the interface, due to resonant
tunneling for the mirror-symmetric junction with thinner barrier (three monoatomic layers). From the calculated
energy dependence of the spin-polarized transmissions at 0 V, we anticipate asymmetric or symmetric TMR as
a function of the applied bias voltage for the Fe-based and the all-Mn3Ga stacks, respectively, which also both
exhibit a sign change below ±1 V. In the latter, symmetric, case we expect a TMR peak at zero, which is larger
for the thinner barriers because of a spin-polarized resonant tunneling contribution.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.103.094403

I. INTRODUCTION

The Fe/MgO-based magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) are
the backbone of modern spintronics and the idealized crys-
talline Fe(100)/MgO/Fe MTJ is the theoretical proxy system
for the locally structurally coherent CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB
MTJs. It is the former structure, where the spin-filtering
tunneling-magnetoresistance (TMR) effect was predicted the-
oretically [1] some 20 years ago and soon after demonstrated
experimentally [2,3]. In essence, the TMR effect, which ex-
ploits the difference in resistivity between parallelly and
antiparallelly aligned magnetic layers sandwiching an insu-
lator, in these MTJs, is due the special symmetry-driven
spin-filtering of the Fe(100)/MgO composite. In a few atomic
monolayers (MLs) of MgO, the transmission of the minority
spin carriers emanating from Fe(100) is almost completely
eliminated and theoretically the TMR effect, in an ideal
Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ, can reach several thousands of percent
[4–6]. The TMR effect combined with the possibility of
switching or exciting precession in the free magnetic layer
by current, due to the spin-transfer torque (STT), makes the
Fe/MgO MTJs suitable functional components in magnetic
memory elements or high frequency generators [7–9]. Those
applications for MTJs require the optimization of certain mag-
netic properties.

*stamenom@tcd.ie

The combination of high spin polarization, low Gilbert
damping, and large anisotropy is highly desirable for the
scalability of spintronic applications like high-density spin-
transfer torque memory (STT-MRAM) or spintronic oscil-
lators and detectors in the terahertz (THz) range. Mn-Ga
alloys have been studied for magnetization dynamics ap-
plications because of their relatively high anisotropy, for a
low-Z material, and indeed found to exhibit low Gilbert
damping coefficients [10] as well. In addition, the tetrago-
nal Heusler DO22 form of Mn3Ga exhibits a low-moment,
ferrimagnetic order and a high spin polarization [11]. A
further reason for studying this system, in particular, is its
similarity with the prototype fully compensated half-metallic
MnxRu1−xGa compound, a very topical material exhibiting
high spin-polarization, low damping and strong perpendicular
anisotropy but as of site-disorder—rather difficult to simulate.
For instance, recently current-induced switching with inter-
facial spin-orbit torque has been demonstrated for ultrathin
films of the latter Heusler compound, interfaced with Pt [12].
Similarly, the DO22 structure of Mn3Ga is ferrimagnetic, also
featuring two antiferromagnetically coupled Mn sublattices –
one formed of Mn atoms, labeled as MnI in the 2b Wyck-
off positions, e.g., (0, 0, 1/2), forming MnI-Ga planes; and
the other sublattice of MnII atoms in the 4d positions, like
(0, 1/2, 1/4), forming MnII-MnII planes [see Fig. 1(a)].

STT-driven thin Mn3Ga free-layers, as parts of MTJ stacks,
are interesting on their own for the construction of STT-driven
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the Fe/MgO/Mn3Ga junction with a
close-up of the Mn3Ga/MgO interface (in the green rectangle), de-
picting the main geometry investigated with MnI-Ga termination.
(b) The tetragonal unit cell of Mn3Ga showing the directions of the
spins of the antiferromagnetically (AFM) coupled MnI and MnII sub-
lattices. (c) The magnitudes of the local spins at MnI and MnII sites
in the junction starting from the MgO interface, as depicted in the
schematic above. [(d) and (e)] Corresponding calculated atomically
resolved in-plane STTk, as described by Eq. (2) for the MnI and
MnII sublattices, respectively, for the case in which the moments
on the Mn are along z, while the moment of the Fe lead is along
x. The coefficient η ≡ e/(μBA), where A is the transverse area of
the junction, is used throughout the paper to convert our computed
STT (or STTk) to units �−1 m−2. (f) and (g) define what we refer
as the antiparallel (AP) and parallel (P) spin states of the junction,
respectively.

oscillators, because of their comparatively large effective
anisotropy and corresponding ferromagnetic resonance fre-
quencies of even the in-phase modes. The observed resonance
frequencies of stand-alone films vary from about 0.17 THz
to above 0.35 THz, for thicknesses in the range 4–15 nm,
respectively, with the emission bandwidth decreasing mono-
tonically as a function of increasing thickness from above
40 GHz to below 25 GHz [13,14]. While coherent low-THz
range emission is still to be demonstrated from this type of
moderate spin polarization (P ∼ 45%) electrode under current
excitation, within nanopillar structures, the nature and mag-
nitude of the STT and theoretical maximal efficiencies, with
which the in-phase and out-of-phase resonance modes can be
excited, remain open questions.

We consider mesoscopic junctions in which the Mn3Ga
film is grown on top of the Fe(100)/MgO stack in the lon-
gitudinal z direction [see Fig. 1(a)], while there are periodic
boundary conditions in the x-y plane. The open-boundary
conditions are applied at the two ends of the scattering region
(SR) of the stack, depicted in Fig. 1(a), via the nonequilib-
rium Green’s function (NEGF) method, as implemented in the
SMEAGOL code [15]. In practice, there are two semi-infinite
crystalline leads of bcc Fe and DO22 tetragonal Mn3Ga at-

tached to the left and to the right ends of the SR, respectively.
Thus constructed, the stack is laterally commensurate to the
lattice of bcc Fe with its lattice constant aFe = 2.866 Å, which
is, rotated by 45◦ with respect to the cubic MgO lattice.
Hence, we consider the tetragonal Mn3Ga cast into the Fe-
dictated in-plane lattice constants a = b = √

2aFe = 4.053 Å
in the lateral directions. This leads to a +3.7 % tensile bi-
axial strain in Mn3Ga (from the experimental lateral lattice
constant of 3.91 Å [11]) and a −3.8% compressive biaxial
strain in the MgO. Geometry relaxations, at the level of the
local spin-density approximation (LSDA) to the exchange-
correlation functional [16] and constrained to the longitudinal
direction only, have resulted in a significant (∼15%) com-
pression of the Mn3Ga slab with respect to the experimental
value cexp = 7.1 Å [11]. This, in turn, leads to unrealisti-
cally small values of the local magnetic moments. These
shortcomings of the LSDA geometry for Heusler alloys are
known and typically the GGA (PBE) are used [11,17]. Here
we are, however, limited to the LSDA for our transport cal-
culations of multi-layered junctions with non-collinear spin
alignments. As a compromise, the value of c has been cho-
sen such that, within the LSDA, the calculated atomically
projected local spins (as per Mulliken population analysis)
are within the experimental ranges for the spins of the Mn
atoms, obtained by different measuring techniques (XMCD
or neutron diffraction) [11], namely, sMnI ∈ (3.2, 3.7)μB and
sMnII ∈ (−2.1,−2.7)μB. Note that MnI is in the planes with
Ga, while MnII forms MnII-MnII planes perpendicular to the
direction of the transport [see Fig. 1(b)]. Furthermore, our
strategy has been, instead of limiting ourselves to a single al-
beit accurate geometry optimization beyond LSDA, to explore
a range of structural parameters in the z direction, i.e., values
of c and d—the distance at the Mn3Ga-MgO interface (the
other side of the junction, the Fe/MgO, is as in Ref. [5]). For
our main representative structure we have chosen c = 6.6 Å,
which results in magnetic moments for the two types of Mn
atoms in the experimental value ranges [see Fig. 1(c) for the
atomically resolved (Mulliken) spin values]. We also consider
the two different possible Mn3Ga terminations on the (001)
interface with MgO, but the representative case (used as refer-
ence throughout the paper, unless stated otherwise), depicted
in Fig. 1(a), features a MnI-Ga-plane termination (shown
in the zoomed-in inset). In this termination, MnI atoms are
placed on top of the oxygen atoms. In our representative case,
the interfacial Mn-O spacing d = 2.215 Å corresponds ap-
proximately to half lattice constant of bulk α-MnO [18]. Note
that this value of interlayer distance at the interface agrees
well with the value of 2.265 Å that we found using VASP

calculations with the PBE exchange correlation functional for
the Mn3Ga/MgO slab with MnI-Ga terminated interface [19].

As far as the magnetic state is concerned, there are two
possible collinear-spin configurations of the junction. We dis-
regard the spin-orbit interaction, hence there is no coupling
between the spatial orientations of the spins and the geometry
of the junction. For definiteness, and in view of the expected
perpendicular anisotropy in these junctions,1 our quantization

1The junctions targeted for experimental comparisons are pri-
marily based on ultrathin CoFeB polarizers, which indeed have a
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axis is oriented along the direction of the transport z, see
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). We define two possible collinear states
of the junction: a parallel (P) state in which the net moment
of Mn3Ga is parallel to Fe, and AP when it is antiparallel to
that of Fe. Note that, as the net spin is parallel to MnII and
antiparallel to MnI, this means, for our preferred MnI-Ga ter-
mination, that the MnI spin at the interface opposes the Fe spin
in the P state and is parallel to it in the AP state [Figs. 1(f) and
1(g)]. For our steady-state transport calculations of STT, the
typical non-collinear state we consider, is with the Fe moment
rotated along the x axis so that there is a 90◦ misalignment
between spins in the two electrodes.

The paper is then organized as follows. In the next Sec. II,
we outline the formalism used for the calculation of the linear
response ST-torkance (STTk) and then we present some tech-
nical insights of the calculated atomically resolved STTk for
the Mn3Ga layer in the self-consistently described scattering
region. In Sec. III, we focus on the effects of the interface and
the barrier geometries on the in-plane STTk. In Sec. IV, we
examine the effect of the bulk lattice parameters (in particular,
the long axis lattice constant c) of Mn3Ga and elucidate the
origin of the observed long-range spatial oscillation of the
STTk. In Sec. V, we discuss the spin-polarized transmission at
equilibrium, decomposed over the transverse two-dimensional
Brillouin zone (2D BZ) or as a function of energy. Based on
that, we then evaluate the TMR near equilibrium and draw
predictions for its asymmetric bias dependence in the range
−1 to 1 V. In Sec. VI, we look at a modified junction, where
we replace the Fe lead with Mn3Ga, hence constructing a
mirror-symmetric all-ferrimagnetic MTJ (FiMTJ), for which
we compare analogously calculated STT and TMR properties
to the Fe-based junction. Then we conclude with a discus-
sion and comparison to existing experimental data on related
MnGa-based tunnel junctions [20].

II. LINEAR RESPONSE STT

We calculate the linear response STT using the method
from Ref. [21], which is described in greater detail in Ref. [6]
and implemented in the SMEAGOL code [15]. In this regime a
small bias voltage, δVb, is applied across the junction. Then
the transport part of the density matrix induced by δVb is
defined as

ρtr (δVb) ≈ ∂ρ(Vb)

∂Vb

∣∣∣∣
Vb=0

δVb (1)

and the so-called spin-transfer torkance (STTk) acting on an
atomic site n, τn, is defined as

τn = δTn

δVb
≈ 2

∑
α∈n

Nβ∑
β=1

Re

[
∂ρtr,βα

∂Vb
× H[ρcond]αβ

]
, (2)

where α, β replace the full set of quantum numbers index-
ing all the orbitals in the local basis set, as implemented in
the SIESTA code [22], Hαβ = H0,αβ1 + Hαβ · σ is the LSDA

well-developed perpendicular anisotropy, provided by the spin-orbit
coupling at the interface of Fe and MgO. Here we neglect the small
differences in polarization and anisotropy between Fe and CoFe.

Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian of the SR, with {1,σ}–the full set
of Pauli matrices, including identity. The density matrix from
Eq. (1) is decomposed similarly: ραβ = ρ0,αβ1 + ραβ · σ.
Note that the integration over the transverse 2D BZ is implicit
in Eq. (2). The required derivative of the density matrix with
respect to the bias voltage, within NEGF, is calculated in the
linear response regime for each k-point k ≡ k⊥ ∈ �BZ in the
2D BZ surface:
∂ρtr,k

∂Vb
= 1

4π
Gk(EF)[
k,L(EF) − 
k,R(EF)]G†

k(EF)
∣∣
Vb=0 . (3)

It is assumed that the Green’s function of the scattering re-
gion, G(E ), and the 
L(R)(E ) matrices, which couple it to the
left(right) lead, are slowly varying functions around the Fermi
level, EF. It is also assumed that the bias drop in the junction is
symmetric, i.e. the chemical potentials in the left (right) lead
shift by ±Vb/2 with respect to the equilibrium.

The calculated atomically resolved in-plane STTk, τ x
n , in

Mn3Ga for our representative Fe(100)/MgO/Mn3Ga junction
with 45 MLs of Mn3Ga in the SR and MnI-Ga terminated
interface, is shown in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) for the two Mn
sublattices, starting from the MgO interface. The net magnetic
moment2 in Mn3Ga is oriented along −z (MnI at the interface
points in z direction), while the moment of Fe is along x.
In contrast to the anticipated exponential decay of the STT
from the insulating barrier in conventional MTJs, here τ x

n (z)
is showing a slow oscillatory decay for both magnetic sub-
lattices over many MLs of Mn3Ga. The atomically resolved
in-plane STTk in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) is fitted to a beating
sine wave, which is one of many possible fitting functions.
A decaying sine wave is also a possibility and the size of the
data set does not allow to discriminate between those fitting
functions. However, we observe that an exponential decay is
apparently not as good a fit to the data (the green dashed line),
in line with the, so called, spatial precession behavior of STT,
identified from basic scattering theory principles in a free
electron model in Ref. [23]. We are restricted by the feasibility
of the calculation to further extend the self-consistent SR for
a more meaningful (quantitatively) non-linear fit. The fitted
carrier wave number (2π/λ) value is about 0.38 Å−1, which
corresponds to a period of oscillation of some 10 MLs of
Mn3Ga (or five layers of each sublattice), without it being
exactly commensurate with the Mn3Ga lattice spacing. This
is completely different from the oscillations in L10 ferromag-
nets, which remain commensurate to the lattice [24]. The
oscillations we observe here have identical periods and are
approximately in antiphase (staggered) on the two magnetic
sublattices. The in-plane STTk on the MnII sublattice is nearly
twice as large as that on the MnI sublattice.

In Fig. 2, we demonstrate the dependence of the STTk
oscillations, which we just described, on the dispersion of the
evaluated at the Fermi-level derivative in Eq. (2), and their
decomposition over the 4s, 4p, and 3d atomic orbitals. We
introduce parameter δE to define an energy range EF ± δE/2
around the Fermi level in which the right-hand side of Eq. (3)
is averaged. It can be seen that, allowing more energy channels

2Note that we use “spins” and “magnetic moments” interchange-
ably throughout the paper.
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FIG. 2. [(a) and (b)] In-plane STTk calculated as per Eq. (2), but
averaging the Fermi-level expression in Eq. (3) over different finite
energy ranges EF ± δE/2 around the Fermi level and [(c) and (d)]
the representative case for δE = 20 meV decomposed over orbital
character, for the two Mn sublattices, as indicated. Note that 4s and
4p components are scaled by a factor of 10.

in the average for the spin-density’s derivative with respect
to bias, leads to a faster decay of the STT into the Mn3Ga,
without affecting much its amplitude close to the interface.
Increasing δE also smoothens the sharp features of the STTk
at the interface, which are due to resonant tunneling between
interface states and tend to be suppressed with larger MgO
barrier thickness (see Fig. 4). The effect is similar for both

FIG. 3. Comparison of atomically resolved in-plane STTk in
Mn3Ga for the two Mn sublattices and three different junction ge-
ometries: two interface terminations for the 3 MLs of MgO and the
Mn-Ga terminated junction with 5 MLs of MgO barrier. [(a) and (b)]
The total values of the on-site STTk, integrated over the transverse
2D BZ on a 80 × 80 k-point mesh (the straight lines are only guide to
the eye); [(c) and (d)] STTk component (τ̃ ) calculated at the 
 point
only. Pairs of values in brackets correspond to the fitting parameters
(wave number, phase) for the sine-wave curves shown in (c) and
(d). In (e), a schematic of the Mn3Ga part of the junction with the
τ̃ iso-surfaces is depicted [red (blue) are for a positive (negative)
iso-value of the STTk density].

FIG. 4. Comparison of atomically resolved STTk in Mn3Ga
for the two Mn sublattices and three different values of the
MnI-Ga/MgO interfacial distance, d = 2.215 (reference case),
2.015, and 1.185 Å, as indicated.

sublattices. A small difference between the sublattices appears
in the atomic orbital decomposition [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)],
where the relative contribution of the 4s and 4p orbitals is
larger for the MnI sublattice. However, in both cases the 3dz2

character dominates the calculated atomically resolved STTk.
As long as the adjacent Mn atoms from different sublattices

have opposite sign spins, as they do, such staggered relation of
the sublattice STTk is expected to result in a net STTk on the
net ferrimagnetic moment, dominated by the MnII sublattice.
As the atomically resolved in-plane STTk becomes close to
zero in a few MLs and changes sign, there will also be torques
acting against the ferromagnetic exchange interaction in each
sublattice. Torques against the AFM coupling are more subtle
because of the apparently stable long-range antiphase relation
between in-plane STTk in the two sublattices, hence the two
sublattices’ spins are expected to rotate in the same direction.
The direction of the net torque and its magnitude is thus
expected to depend on the number of MLs of Mn3Ga in
the stack. We will demonstrate this in Sec. VI (see Fig. 15).
Before we focus on the electronic structure mechanism giving
rise to this long-range oscillation of the in-plane STTk, we
will investigate its dependence on the structural parameters of
the Mn3Ga analyzer layer and its interface to MgO.

III. EFFECT OF THE Mn3Ga − MgO INTERFACE AND
THE MgO BARRIER THICKNESS

We find that the long-range in-plane torkance oscillation is
robust and is not limited to the geometry of the representative
stack in Fig. 1. Increasing the barrier thickness by 2 MgO
MLs (from 3 to 5 MLs) results in a decrease of the in-plane
STTk by an order of magnitude (see Fig. 3). However, there is
barely any effect on the phase of the oscillation or its carrier
wave number in the first one or two periods. Arguably, there
is a somewhat longer-ranged decay of the STTk oscillation in
the case of a thicker barrier but we do not aim to quantify this
effect, likely related to the enhanced directional and spin filter-
ing. The decay of the total STTk, arising from the integration
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in the 2D BZ of Eq. (3), is a result of the self-cancellation
from the superposition of sine wave-like oscillations from a
wide range of different k channels [23]. If we only consider
the STTk at the 
 point, i.e., τ̃ ≡ τ [k⊥ = (0, 0)], we find
a perfect sine wave spatial oscillation [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)].
Furthermore, the oscillation frequency and phase at the 


point show no dependence on the thickness of the barrier. The
fitted wave number in both cases is κ = (0.301 ± 0.001) Å−1.
Note that the values of the STTk at the 
 point are much
higher than the integral values, which are normalized to the
2D BZ area. As we will see later (e.g., in Fig. 8) this is because
the 
 point has the dominant contribution to the STTk, as well
as to the transmission in the junction.

In the case of MnII-MnII interface termination (realized
by removing the first MnI-Ga layer and restoring the same
interface spacing to MgO), we find a very similar long-range
oscillation [see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), where this is compared
to the reference geometry case]. The termination appears
to affect significantly the STTk in the first layers from the
MgO—the interface effects are stronger in the MnII-MnII

termination case. Deeper into the Mn3Ga layer, the differ-
ence amounts mainly to a phase shift of the oscillation. The
period appears very similar, but the amplitude is somewhat
reduced compared to that of the MnI-Ga termination case
and hence the net torque is also expected to be reduced in
the MnII terminated junction (see also Fig. 15). Again, we
do not aim for a quantitative analysis of the decaying total
atomically resolved STTk. We find that the wave number of
the oscillation of the STTk at the 
 point is not affected
by the interface composition or the thickness of the barrier
[Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. For completeness, we present also the
real-space density distribution of the 
-point STTk in Mn3Ga
[Fig. 3(e)] in terms of isosurfaces and note that these show
a dz2-orbital-like angular dependence, in agreement with the
results in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The stack geometry is, in gen-
eral, unrelaxed. As mentioned, the LSDA relaxation, under the
lateral constraints of bcc Fe, results in a significant uni-axial
compressive strain to the tetragonal Mn3Ga and the interface
to MgO splits apart. However, in order to obtain some guid-
ance for the atomic interface reconstruction from this level of
DFT, we have performed a number of relaxations of a slab
of Mn3Ga/MgO, subject to constant-volume constraints. In
this way we have arrived at an interface distance between the
MnI-Ga plane and the first MgO plane of d = 2.215 Å(an
average of the Mn-O and Ga-O bond lengths), minimizing
total energy, and this is used in our representative junction
geometry throughout the paper. This value has been further
supported by observations described in Sec. I.

In order to rule out possible artefacts related to the chosen
interlayer distance, we have also calculated the atomically
resolved in-plane STTk for two smaller values of d , reduced
by 0.2 and 0.4 Å (see Fig. 4). Without analyzing quantitatively
the total STTk as a function of the distance from the interface,
we see that the long-range oscillation is present for smaller
d values too and, although there is phase shift and change in
amplitude, the period of the oscillation appears very similar
[Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. Similarly to our representative case, the
oscillations in the two sublattices also remain staggered. The

-point analysis [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)] confirms a monotonic
phase shift as d is decreased, and a small, nonmonotonic,

FIG. 5. Effect of the longitudinal lattice constant c of the tetrag-
onal Mn3Ga. Compared to our representative lattice constant (c =
6.6 Å) are a smaller and a larger c value, i.e., c = 6.4 Å (blue
downward pointing triangles) and c = 6.8 Å (red upward triangles).
Figure structure is analogous to Figs. 3 and 4.

change in the amplitude. Both sublattices are affected simi-
larly by the change in d . The fitted wave number (2π/λ) in all
cases, however, remains the same: κ = (0.300 ± 0.001) Å−1,
showing no sensitivity to interface scattering properties and
hinting to the likelihood of it to be a manifestation of only
bulk electronic structure properties of Mn3Ga.

IV. EFFECT OF THE STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF THE
Mn3Ga LEAD

As the geometry of our multi-layered stack is constrained
laterally to the lattice constant of bcc Fe, a = b = √

2aFe =
4.05 Å, and the Fe/MgO side of the junction is fixed to estab-
lished structures (see Sec. I), we have taken the approach to
probe the few remaining free longitudinal parameters of our
geometry and have started by investigating the effect of the
inter-layer spacing d in the previous Sec. III. Here we explore
two new values for the tetragonal lattice constant c of Mn3Ga,
namely a smaller c = 6.4 Å and a larger c = 6.8 Å. We then
compare the calculated in-plane STTk with the original refer-
ence choice of c = 6.6 Å (see Fig. 5).

We find that the long-range oscillation of the total in-plane
STTk is also present for the other c values and its amplitude
is practically unaffected by c. The phase of the long-range
STTk oscillation and its period, however, depend on c in
a monotonic way. The oscillations are again staggered be-
tween the two sublattices for all c values. It is interesting,
once more, to compare the in-plane STTk at the 
 point
[Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)]. There we can quantify the phase shift,
which is approximately linear with c for both sublattices. The
amplitude is affected differently by c in the two sublattices,
namely there is a significant (approximately linear) increase
of amplitude with c for the MnI sublattice with a factor of 2.4
between c = 6.4 and 6.8 Å, while we find a much smaller and
nonmonotonic variation of about 7% for the MnII sublattice.
This disbalance in sensitivity towards the interspin distances
(and bond angles), in favor of MnI (the sublattice with the
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FIG. 6. Band structure (
-Z) in the vicinity of EF for three different values of the tetragonal lattice constant of bulk Mn3Ga: (a) c = 6.4,
(a) 6.6, and (c) 6.8 Å, with a = b = √

2aFe = 4.053 Å. The spins on the Mn atoms are aligned as in Fig. 1(b) and spin-up/down are defined
with respect on the z axis. (d) shows the corresponding band structure of bcc Fe with aFe = 2.866 Å. Marked in thicker red and blue curves are
the �1 and �5 symmetry bands, respectively. For the bcc Fe case, spin-up/down correspond to majority/minority spin species.

lower symmetry of the local environment), has been also
evidenced experimentally, for example in the sensitivity of the
sub-lattice moments on temperature in the MnGaRu system
[25]. There, the Mn sub-lattice lacking inversion symmetry
(4c) has a much stronger temperature dependence, when com-
pared to the inversion symmetric (4a) position. The sensitivity
of the Mn exchange integrals on bond lengths and bond angles
is well-established for metallic and dielectric systems alike.
Here we demonstrate that the same sensitivity is propagated
to the scattering properties of the electrons at the Fermi level,
in particular, but not limited to, the non-directionally averaged
torkance at the 
 point [see Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)].

The large variation with c of the STTk amplitude in the
MnI sublattice is not preserved in the total in-plane STTk,
which implies different contributions from the 2D BZ—we
will investigate that later. The 
-point in-plane STTk for
all c values, however, clearly shows a sine-wave oscillation
with wave number κ monotonically varying with c [Figs. 5(c)
and 5(d), insets with fitted parameters]. In order to understand
the 
-point in-plane STTk oscillation in the 7.6-nm-thick
Mn3Ga layer in the SR of our junction, we turn to the bulk
properties of tetragonal Mn3Ga with unit cell as the one used
for the open-boundary electrode. In Fig. 6, we show the band
structures near the Fermi level for the two spin species of
Mn3Ga with a = b = √

2aFe = 4.053 Å and the three inves-
tigated values of c (6.4 Å, the central case of 6.6 and 6.8 Å)
as well as that of bcc Fe with aFe = 2.866 Å in the direction
of the transport in the stack (z-direction, corresponding to our

-point transport). Highlighted are the �1 and �5-symmetry
bands for spin-up (↑) and spin-down (↓) carriers. The latter

two bands comprise for the leading evanescent states in the
MgO barrier while the �1 states decay more slowly than �5

[4]—the TMR effect in Fe/MgO/Fe(100) is largely due to the
fact that there is no matching �1 symmetry band at the Fermi
level for the minority spins in bcc Fe [see Figs. 6(d)], i.e.,
the well-established spin-filtering effect [4]. It is evident from
Figs. 6(a)–6(c) that the value of c has little effect on the spin-
up band structure around EF in the z direction, namely, for all
cases considered, there is always a single �1-symmetry band
crossing the Fermi level. In all spin-down band structures we
find both a �1 and a �5 band crossing EF. This makes Mn3Ga
different from bcc Fe, where only a �5 minority-spin band
crosses the Fermi level [Fig. 6(d)]. The lack of a minority-spin
�1 band effectively underpins the very large theoretical values
of TMR in Fe/MgO/Fe(100) junctions at low bias [1]. As
for Mn3Ga we also find �1 bands for both spin-up and spin-
down and, we expect these to dominate the transport. Indeed,
evidently also from Fig. 3(e), the spatial distribution of the cal-
culated 
-point in-plane STTk in Mn3Ga is of �1 symmetry.

The values of the Fermi wave vector for the �
↑
1 , �↓

1 and �
↓
5

bands for the different lattice constants c are listed in Table I.
Also given in the table are the fitted wave numbers from
the in-plane STTk spatial precession in Mn3Ga in Fig. 5, as
well as the average local moment (from Mulliken population
analysis) on the two Mn sublattices in the SR. As we can
expect, the increase of the lattice constant corresponds to an
increase of the local moments on Mn. The MnII sublattice is
more affected, namely for the increase of 6.3% in c between
6.4 and 6.8 Å, we calculate, for the averaged over all atoms
in the SR z components of the Mn spins Sz, an increase of
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TABLE I. Properties of Mn3Ga extracted from 0 V transport and
from bulk ground state calculations for three values of the tetragonal
lattice constant c. The average local spins (Mulliken population),
Sz

MnI,II
, on the two Mn sublattices in the SR show a good agreement

with the net spin Sz
u of the tetragonal unit cell obtained from a LSDA

calculation of bulk Mn3Ga, i.e. Sz
u � 2(Sz

MnI
+ 2Sz

MnII
). The Fermi

wave vectors kF(�↑,↓
1,5 ) in the 
-Z direction of bulk Mn3Ga, and the

fitted spacial precession wave number κ of the in-plane STTk at 


[in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)], are further compared graphically in Fig. 7.

From transport From bulk

c Sz
MnI

Sz
MnII

κ (τ x) Sz
u kF(�↑

1 ) kF(�↓
1 ) kF(�↓

5 )
(Å) (μB) (μB) (Å−1) (μB) (Å−1) (Å−1) (Å−1)

6.4 3.33 −2.20 0.376 −1.98 0.291 0.316 0.128
6.6 3.44 −2.39 0.301 −2.51 0.249 0.403 0.109
6.8 3.51 −2.56 0.244 −3.12 0.212 0.468 0.111

5.4% for Sz
MnI

and 16.4% for Sz
MnII

. At the same time there
is about 36% decrease in κ , the fitted wave number of the
in-plane STTk at the 
 point, showing a significant sensitivity
on c. The basic scattering theory considerations in Ref. [23]
offer an insight into the spatial precession of the STT—for a
single channel it is expected to exhibit an oscillatory behavior
of the form ∼ exp [i(k↑ − k↓)z]. Their analytical result for
the free-electron model k-space integration gives an oscilla-
tory decay governed by majority-minority Fermi wavevector
difference. In Fig. 7, we compare κ as a function of c to
differences of Fermi wave vectors between the only available
in the z-direction spin-up band and the two most significant
for the MgO tunneling spin-down bands, namely the �1 and
the much more attenuated �5. It is evident from Fig. 7 that
using the �

↓
5 band Fermi wave vector, i.e., kF(�↑

1 ) − kF(�↓
5 ),

results in a much smaller spatial oscillation frequency than
the fitted κ from Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). At the same time, taking
directly kF(�↓

1 ) − kF(�↑
1 ) does not even reproduce the cor-

rect sign of the slope. We notice that the group velocities at

FIG. 7. Calculated Fermi wave vectors for bulk Mn3Ga as a
function of the c lattice constant as per Table I and a few possible
differences of spin-up and spin-down Fermi wave vectors (lines are
guide to the eye). Dashed lines represent 2π/c − kF(�↑

1 ) − kF(�↓
1 )

for all three values of c. The black “x” symbols correspond to the
fitted wave numbers κ (c) of the 
-point in-plane STTk oscillation
from Figs. 5(c) and 5(d).

the Fermi level along z have opposite signs for the spin-up
and spin-down (Fig. 6) in this part (k > 0) of the first BZ
for two of the c values. In order to make sure we consider
carriers traveling in the same direction we take the negative
image of the already-calculated kF(�↓

1 ) > 0 (which currently
describes right-going states in the junction for c = 6.4 and
6.6 Å, and is practically equal to the BZ boundary wave vector
for c = 6.8 Å), i.e., we substitute kF(�↓

1 ) → −kF(�↓
1 ), and

add a shift by the reciprocal lattice vector 2π/c. Hence we
calculate 2π/c − [kF(�↑

1 ) + kF(�↓
1 )], which is plotted for all

three c values in Fig. 7 and shows a remarkable agreement
with the fitted spatial frequency κ . It is clear that at 
 the
spatial precession of the STTk is driven by the mismatch of
the majority and minority Fermi wave vectors, k↑

F − k↓
F , of the

�1-symmetry band (which in this case results from hybridiza-
tion between s and dz2 orbitals) in Mn3Ga, as described by
the free electron model in Ref. [23]. This result corroborates
with the observed dz2-orbital-like character of the spatial
distribution of the STTk at 
, as shown in Fig. 3(e). The
matching wave vectors at 
 provide sufficient evidence for
the nature of the spatial oscillation of the integral STTk that
we observe in Mn3Ga and which is a robust effect persisting
for a range of lattice parameters. In the following Sec. V, we
will look in more detail at the decomposition of the transmis-
sion coefficients and the atomically averaged STTk over the
transverse 2D BZ. This will further elucidate the special role
played by the 
 point for the spin-transport properties of the
Mn3Ga/MgO/Fe(001) junctions.

V. ANALYSIS OF ZERO-BIAS TRANSMISSION
AND FINITE-BIAS STT

In Fig. 8, we return to our representative structure with
c = 6.6 Å and present the decomposition of transport prop-
erties at the Fermi level energy over the 2D transverse BZ.
These include: the numbers of open channels (bands crossing
the Fermi level) of the two semi-infinite leads, the trans-
mission coefficients T σ

k (EF) for σ =↑, ↓ and for two barrier
thicknesses, and the in-plane STTk, all as functions of k⊥ =
(kx, ky). Within the NEGF formalism, the calculated k⊥-
dependent transmission coefficients are defined as (see, e.g.,
Ref. [6])

T σ
k (EF) = Tr

[

σ

k,L(EF)Gσ†
k (EF)
σ

k,R(EF)Gσ
k (EF)

]
, (4)

where “Tr” denotes the matrix trace operation and k ≡ k⊥
(for compactness). A persistent feature in most of the contour
plots, shown in Fig. 8, is the dominant contribution of the

 point. We find, at the 
 point, six open channels for both
majority and minority spin in bcc Fe, while there is only
one majority spin in Mn3Ga (see also the band structure in
Fig. 6) and four open channels for minority spin (note, �5

band is doubly degenerate). The large peak in the transmission
at 
 for spin-up AP and spin-down P is due to the dominant
�1 transmission available for majority spin both in Mn3Ga
and in Fe. Note, that if the two sub-lattices in Mn3Ga were
equivalent, the P an AP states of the junction would differ
only by the spin orientation in a single interfacial ML (upon
complete spin-reversal in the junction). The AFM limit elu-
cidates the similarities in the diagonal pairs from the 2 × 2
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FIG. 8. Contour plots of k⊥-dependent properties in the trans-
verse 2D BZ: (a) the open channels for the two spin species in the
Fe lead and the Mn3Ga electrode, respectively; (b) the transmissions
for each spin species in both P and AP spin alignments; (c) two dif-
ferent sums of the atom-resolved in-plane STTk in the Mn3Ga layer;
(d) parameters of the sine-wave fits to the atom-resolved in-plane
STTk in the MnI sublattice for each k⊥ channel. Presented are two
Fe/MgO/Mn3Ga stacks, with 3 and 5 MLs of MgO in the left- and
the right-hand side panels, respectively. Note that the hue color shade
in (a,c,d) is on linear scale, but in (b) the color scale is logarithmic.
See the text for details.

panels of k⊥-resolved transmissions in Fig. 8(b). Increasing
the MgO barrier thickness to 5 MLs accentuates the simi-
larities between those pairs of configurations, as well as the
apparent dominant contribution of the 
 point in {T ↑

k,AP, T ↓
k,P},

compared to the {T ↑
k,P, T ↓

k,AP} pair. In Fig. 8(c), we look
into analogous contour plots in the 2D BZ for the in-plane
STTk in the 7.6-nm-thick layer of Mn3Ga in the SR [as per
Fig. 1(a)]. We first show the total in-plane STTk for the two
Mn sublattices, which is defined for each k⊥ as the sum of
τn(k⊥) [from the k⊥-decomposed version of Eq. (2)] for all
the Mn atoms in the SR from the corresponding sublattice
(top panels). Then we also evaluate another quantity,

∑ |τn|,
for the two sublattices. The later contrast is not physically
measurable, but offers additional insight about the distribution
of the main contributions (as absolute values) in the 2D BZ. It

is useful in comparison with the panels above, where the direct
summation of atomically resolved STTk portraits are more
sensitive to the length of the SR due to the oscillatory nature
of the in-plane STTk in space. The “absolute value contrast”
also elucidates the similarities in the k⊥ portraits of the STTk
and the transmission above—arguably it is an amalgamate of
the majority and minority transmissions. We find, as expected,
that the main contribution to the in-plane STTk arises from
the 
 point. This is more evident in the case of the thicker
barrier (5 MLs of MgO), where the transport is even further
suppressed to a small nearly-circular zone around 
, which
contributes to the STTk in Mn3Ga. In this area, we see that
the net STTk in the 7.6-nm Mn3Ga slab changes sign in
concentric rings around the 
 point. The 
-point contribution
has a different sign for the two sublattices. Apart from the
quantitative difference and some symmetry-driven shape-shift
of the main contributing area around 
, similarities between
the two sublattices (even more evident in the absolute value
contrast), suggest a common underlying transport mechanism
for the in-plane STTk in the two sublattices.

We further analyze the calculated k⊥-resolved in-plane
STTk in Mn3Ga by performing sine-wave fit to the atomically
resolved STTk for each k⊥ point in the 2D BZ. Because
of the observed similarities of the STTk in the two sublat-
tices, we only examine MnI, and the results are shown in
Fig. 8(d). The pattern of the fitted amplitude matches that
of the absolute value contrast in the panels above. Note that
the white regions are cut off because of the very poor χ2

fitting parameter value (below certain threshold; in fact, at the
boundary with the white region, we tend to find very abrupt
apparent failure of the single sine-wave fit). Besides the clear
evidence of directional filtering between the 3-ML and the
5-ML stacks, we find that the 
 point contribution to the STTk
in both cases arises at an intermediate spatial frequency and a
markedly different phase compared to its surrounding area.
The significant area of the 2D BZ, where wave number can be
fitted, is indicative to the faster decay of the STTk oscillation
in the 3-ML case [see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. We would expect
this decay to be clearly suppressed for thicker barriers but our
calculations also show significant active 2D BZ area for STT
in the 5-ML case and a very small change in the decay rate3

of the in-plane STTk into Mn3Ga.
To this moment, we have only considered the linear re-

sponse regime and now in Fig. 9 we present the resulting STTs
from self-consistent calculations at two different finite biases
(in this case we have chosen Vb < 0, i.e., electrons flowing
from the Mn3Ga lead), scaled by their corresponding Vb val-
ues, in comparison to the STTk results. Our methodology for
the finite-bias STT is described in Ref. [6]. Note that the self-
consistent finite bias calculations are much more challenging
numerically and there is a further faster-than-linear scaling
of the computational time with the bias voltage. Hence, the
Vb we can apply is limited by the already significant size of

3It is difficult to quantify the decay rate for this system size and
the rectangular “wave packet” fit from Fig. 1 does not show a differ-
ence in the dispersions of the wave number between the two barrier
thicknesses.
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FIG. 9. Comparison of linear response STTk and finite bias STT
for two bias voltages Vb = −0.1, −0.2 V, scaled by their corre-
sponding Vb values, as a function of the atomic position on the two
Mn sublattices of the Mn3Ga inside the SR. In (a) and (b), is the
in-plane (x) component of the STT, while in (c) and (d) is the fieldlike
(y) component. Straight lines between datapoints are only guide to
the eyes. Note that three data points are shown outside their panels
and connected with dashed lines. This is done to maximize resolution
for the rest of the dataset.

the SR. In Figs. 9(c) and 9(d), we also present the out-of-
plane (fieldlike) STT and STTk. These results demonstrate
that the long-range oscillation is not an artefact of the lin-
ear response regime. It can be anticipated that opening the
bias window dampens the spatial precession (in the sense of
Ref. [23]) of the STT because of the additional integration
over energy (together with that over k⊥) for the spin accumu-
lation. Indeed, such enhanced decay is visible in all panels of
Fig. 9 and it tends to increase with the bias voltage. Even at
the highest bias considered (−0.2 V), there are at least two
full periods of STT oscillation visible, with similar periods to
the ones observed in the linear response regime. In fact, it is
clear that for the bias voltage considered, the linear response
regime offers quite a good approximation for the magnitude
of the STT in Mn3Ga at low bias, especially close to the
interface. The main effect of opening the bias window is the
enhancement of the decay and, arguably, a small shift of the
oscillation frequency towards larger wavelengths. Although
the out-of-plane (fieldlike) torque is notoriously challenging
to calculate accurately (requiring very high k⊥-point sam-
pling), we can see that despite the noise it clearly shows an
oscillatory behavior too. It appears to be offset by, roughly,
a π/2 phase shift from the in-plane STT and again the two
sublattices oscillate in antiphase. Interestingly, in our finite-
bias calculations we find a huge out-of-plane torque on the
first MnI atom at the interface. We know this site in the 3-ML
junctions is affected by spin-polarised interface states and it
appears that at finite bias this is manifested in a very large
fieldlike torque. This observation, which is not captured in
the linear response regime, deserves a further investigation

FIG. 10. Energy dependence of transport properties at 0 V.
(a) and (b) are the total and the spin-dependent transmissions of the
Mn-Ga terminated junction with 5 MLs of MgO in its AP and P state,
respectively. (c) and (d) are the total transmission and TMR effects
[Eq. (5)] for three different junction geometries (as indicated in the
legend: the interface termination, the MgO barrier thickness and the
spin state of the junctions). The inset (e) is a zoom around the Fermi
level. In (d) and (e), thick lines correspond to TMR1, while dashed
lines depict TMR2 as defined in Eq. (5).

which goes beyond the scope of this work. We have seen
that the k⊥-resolved transmission at the Fermi level shows
a significant spin polarization. In Fig. 10(a,b) we compare
the ballistic transmission coefficients [from Eq. (4) integrated
over the 2D BZ] for the two spin species in the two, AP or
P, magnetic configurations [see Figs. 1(f) and 1(g)] of the
MnI-Ga-interfaced junction with 5 MLs of MgO as a function
of the energy of the carriers. In the AP state MnI is aligned
“up” which corresponds to the band structure in Fig. 7(b), and
also parallel to the moment of the Fe (also pointing “up”).
Therefore the conduction is dominated by the �

↑
1 band at the

Fermi level. The drop in the spin-up transmission at around
0.15 eV corresponds to the �

↑
1 band edge at 
. The other drop

in the T ↑
AP at around −1 eV is due to the other band edges of

the �
↑
1 band in both Mn3Ga and in bcc Fe. In comparison,

the transmission of the spin-down carriers in the AP state is
significantly lower around the Fermi level because it is carried
by the �

↓
5 band. T ↓

AP, however, dominates in the �
↑
1 band gap

between 0.15–0.4 eV and above 1.5 eV, where �
↓
1 appears.

In the P state, the spin-up transmission is similar to that of
the spin-down carriers in the AP state as the spin polarization
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is largely dictated by the ferromagnet (the Fe lead). The spin-
down transmission (now corresponding to majority spin in bcc
Fe) dominates in the P case. This is due to the availability of
�1 bands, which co-exist in Mn3Ga spin-down and in bcc Fe
spin-up in a wide energy range between around −0.75 and
1.5 eV. The band edges of the �

↑
1 band in Mn3Ga are clearly

what drives the TMR effect in these junctions.
Based on these energy-resolved spin-polarized ballistic

transmission coefficients, we consider possible definitions for
the theoretical TMR effect in the Mn3Ga/MgO/Fe junction
at equilibrium (0 V). Unlike the prototypical Fe-MgO-Fe
junction [5], here we do not have a clear choice for the less-
transmissive reference state. Note that we have defined P and
AP based on the net-spin alignment between the Mn3Ga and
the Fe lead, but they correspond to the opposite alignment
of the interfacial spins in the junction [see Figs. 1(f) and
1(g)]. Hence, we consider one definition, based on the net
spin alignment (TMR1), and the other (TMR2), based on the
alignment of the spins at the interface (in our representative
case with MnI-Ga termination) and these simply correspond
to swapping the P and the AP state, thus we define

TMR1 = (TP − TAP)/TAP,

TMR2 = (TAP − TP)/TP , (5)

where TP,AP(E ) = T ↑
P,AP(E ) + T ↓

P,AP(E ) are the total transmis-
sion coefficients in the two spin-states of the junction. These
are calculated, at equilibrium (0 V) as a function of the energy
of the incoming carriers, for three different junction geome-
tries, i.e., the two possible terminations of the Mn3Ga/MgO
interface and an additional thickness of 5 MgO MLs for
the MnI-Ga termination, and their dependence on the elec-
tron energy is shown in Fig. 10. Note that this is not the
typical TMR effect as function of the applied bias voltage
Vb, calculated from the current-voltage characteristics (e.g.,
Ref. [5]), but a quantity indicating the spin polarization of the
zero-bias transmission in the vicinity of the Fermi level. At
EF, we observe a small TMR effect, showing only a small
variation with geometry (see the inset) for both definitions
of the TMR. Both TMR1(EF) and TMR2(EF) exhibit a sign
change between positive and negative values, or the other way
around, as the geometry changes between the Mn-Ga and the
Mn-Mn termination. The absolute values of the TMR close
to equilibrium for all studied cases remain between 10% and
30%.

We, however find a significant TMR1 effect in an island
from about 0.15 eV to about 0.45 eV above the Fermi level.
These correspond to the gap in the spin-up transmission be-
tween the band edges of the �

↑
1 and �

↑
5 bands in Mn3Ga [see

Fig. 6(b)]. The effect occurs for all geometries but is espe-
cially pronounced for the case of the thicker barrier. Similarly,
in the case of 5ML MgO we also find a region of increased
TMR2 effect between −0.7 and −1 eV. This is due to the
drop in T ↑

AP at around −1 V (because of the �
↑
1 band edge

in Fe) and the drop in T ↑
AP at around −0.75 eV (because of

the �
↓
1 band edge in Mn3Ga). Based on these observations,

we can anticipate certain features in the bias dependence of
the finite-bias TMR in the Fe/MgO/Mn3Ga junctions. Since
the feature above the EF is determined mostly by the �

↑
1 band

FIG. 11. Schematics of the (a) fully ferrimagnetic junction
Mn3Ga/MgO/Mn3Ga and [(b) and (c)] the local and net spin align-
ments in the P and AP states, respectively. In (d) are the 2D k⊥
portraits of the Fermi-level transmissions for the two spin species in
the two spin-states of the two junctions (with 3 and 5 MLs of MgO),
as indicated in the panel.

in the Mn3Ga lead, we expect this to move down in energy
with applied bias voltage Vb at a rate of Vb/2. Thus, this
would to cause a peak in the total TMR1(Vb) at positive Vb

in the range between 0.2 to 0.6 V. For large negative biases
(possibly above 0.5 V), we expect to see a change of sign
in the TMR1 (Vb) due to the shift upward of the Mn3Ga �

↑
1

band-edge driven end of the second island-like feature notable
in TMR2(E ) below the Fermi level. More accurate SCF finite-
bias TMR calculations are subject of ongoing work.

VI. AN ENTIRELY FERRIMAGNETIC Mn3Ga-BASED
STACK

Here we consider an analogous MTJ in which the Fe lead
on the right-hand side is completely substituted with Mn3Ga,
namely, an Mn3Ga/MgO/Mn3Ga stack, again with nearly
8 nm of Mn3Ga as an analyzer on the right-hand side [as in
Fig. 1(a)]. Note that no lateral dimensions are changed in this
rearrangement and the junctions are made mirror-symmetric
with respect to the middle MgO layer [we consider only two
cases again with odd number of MgO MLs, i.e., 3 and 5
MLs, and the latter is visualized in Fig. 11(a)]. The effect of
the perfect mirror symmetry in the barrier interfaces about
the central MgO layer can be immediately observed in the
transmissions in Fig. 11(d), where there is no difference be-
tween the k⊥-resolved transmissions for the two spin species
in the AP state, defined by the alignment of the interfacial MnI

spins [see Figs. 11(b) and 11(c)], or the energy-resolved T ↑
AP

and T ↓
AP in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b). Furthermore, TAP appears a

lot like a scaled product of T ↑
P and T ↓

P , indicating a relative
independence of the two spin channels in this system. The
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FIG. 12. Energy-resolved transmission and TMR for
Mn3Ga/MgO/Mn3Ga stacks. (a) and (b) are the spin-resolved
and total transmissions for the 5ML stack in the P and the AP states,
respectively. In (c), the total transmissions from above are compared
to the case of the 3-ML stack. (d) is a comparison of the calculated
TMR effect for the two all-ferrimagnetic junctions, compared to the
TMR1 of the Fe-polarizer junctions from Fig. 10(d), and the inset
(e) is a zoom around the Fermi level.

difference with the case of an Fe polarizer is mainly in the
spin-down transmissions. While in the case of Fe �

↓
1 band is

absent until above 1.5 eV, this is no longer the case in a fully
Mn3Ga FiMTJ and the transmission at the Fermi level for both
spin species is dominated by the 
 point [see Fig. 11(d)].

FIG. 13. 2D BZ portraits of spin- and energy-resolved transmis-
sion. Columns represent the same energy, as indicated at the bottom
(not all energy increments between panels are the same). The top
two rows are for the two spin species in the P state, while the bottom
row is for both spin-species in the AP state (which are identical for
symmetry reasons). The color code for the transmissions is the same
as in Fig. 11(d).

It is interesting to examine the energy dependence of the
spin-polarized transmission and the TMR effect, which we
now define uniquely as the TMR1 from Eq. (5), because the
net and interface spins now are always antiparallel, so P/AP
net moments correspond to P/AP interface spins [Figs. 11(b)
and 11(c)], and we only consider Mn-Ga termination for the
all Mn3Ga stacks. We find the same dip in the spin-up trans-
mission between 0.15 and 0.45 eV [see Figs. 13(a) and 13(b)]
as in the Fe-based stack, due to the band gap for spin-up in
the 
-Z direction of Mn3Ga (Fig. 6). This reduction of the
spin-up �1 transmission can be seen also in the k⊥-resolved
portraits in Fig. 13 at 0.2 eV and it leads to a significant TMR
effect in this energy range [Fig. 12(d)]. The TMR effect is,
in fact, substantially higher than in the case of the Fe-based
MTJ, because now the dominating spin-down transmission in
this energy range is less suppressed, compared to the Fe case,
where there is no �

↓
1 band present at these energies. This is

especially valid, and the TMR enhancement is stronger, for
the thicker barrier of 5 MLs. Such structure indeed shows
a larger TMR signal in almost all the energy ranges with
significant TMR effect compared to the other Mn3Ga-based
MTJs studied here. It is likely that further design, using a
combination of chemical substitution and strain, could lead to
yet higher TMR values. In contrast, interestingly, the thin-
ner MgO barrier, i.e., the Mn3Ga/3MgO/Mn3Ga junction,
presents an enhancement of the TMR effect at the Fermi
level compared to all the other cases [see Fig. 12(e)]. This
is due to the enhanced spin-down transmission in the P state,
because of symmetry-driven interface resonant states at the
Fermi level (similar to the well-known theoretically interface
resonances in the minority-spin channel near the Fermi level
in Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs [5]). Such feature manifests itself in
Fig. 12(c) as a peak in the total P-state transmission just above
EF. This leads to a TMR at the Fermi level of about 123%
for the 3ML-MgO junction, which significantly surpasses the
TMR observed in all other Mn3Ga-based junctions we have
investigated. In all other energy ranges where we find signif-
icant TMR effect, the 5 ML-MgO junction shows distinctly
higher TMR effect in comparison to the thinner barrier be-
cause of the enhanced directional spin filtering. Furthermore,
as far as the equilibrium TMR is concerned, there is little
difference between the Fe-based and the all-Mn3Ga stack
with 5ML MgO [Fig. 12(e)]. This is because the features in
the transmission in the ±1 eV vicinity of EF are determined
entirely by the electronic structure of the Mn3Ga exhibiting a
band gap between the �

↑
1 and �

↑
5 bands (which is also rather

stable to c constant variations in Mn3Ga, as can be seen from
Fig. 6). However, away from equilibrium the anticipated peak
in the TMR(Vb), produced when this feature enters the bias
window, is likely to be higher for the symmetric all-Mn3Ga
junction. This is due to the fact that in the case of Fe, the effect
of the �

↑
1 -�↑

5 band gap in Mn3Ga is suppressed in the AP state
transmission because of the higher transmission between Fe↓

and Mn3Ga↓ bands [Fig. 10(a)]. This is compared to the lower
transmission between Mn3Ga↑ and Mn3Ga↓ [Figs. 12(b)
and 13] in this energy range, where there is a gap in the
Mn3Ga↑ band structure.

Finally, we look at the STT effect in the all-Mn3Ga-based
stack and compare that to the Fe-polarizer case (see Fig. 14).
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FIG. 14. Atomically resolved in-plane STTk for the MnI sublat-
tice in Mn3Ga-only MTJ stacks, compared to previously presented
results for the stacks with Fe-polarizer for the same thicknesses of
3 MLs and 5 MLs of the MgO barriers (as indicated in the panels).
(a) and (b) are for the total STTk, while (c) and (d) are at the 
 point.
Note that there is a broken y axis in (a) to show the much higher
(absolute) value at the interfacial MnI site and there is a scaling factor
of 0.1 for all the data from the Fe-based stacks.

We find a somewhat suppressed STTk for both barrier thick-
nesses, which is due to the reduced spin polarization of the
transmission at the Fermi level, compared to the Fe-based
MTJ. The oscillations in the in-plane STTk are still present,
but we find that they are further suppressed with respect
to the 
-point STTk contribution, due to the presence of a
larger number of open channels away from 
 in the case on
an entirely Mn3Ga-based FiMTJ. We also find a significant
enhancement of the STTk at the interface of the 3 ML-MgO
stack, which is due to spin-polarized resonance states at the
Mn3Ga-MgO interface of this symmetric-barrier junction.
Note that at the first interfacial Mn site we find a nearly
seven-fold increase of the in-plane STTk compared to the
analogous Fe-polarizer junction. In this particular case of the
Mn3Ga-only junction, we also find a TMR enhancement at
the Fermi level, with a theoretical prediction of 123% TMR.
Based on the 0 V transmissions we can anticipate a change of
sign in the TMR(Vb) below ±1 V. However, for an accurate
analysis of the TMR(Vb) self-consistent NEGF + DFT finite
bias calculations are required and such will be the subject
of another publication. For these characteristic long-range
oscillatory decays of the in-plane STTk in both magnetic
sublattices, it is also insightful to look at the net torkance
as a function of the number of Mn3Ga layers following the
MgO interface. In Fig. 15, we compare the Fe-based and the
all-Mn3Ga MTJs, for the same interfaces and barriers; we
also show results for the different structural parameters in the
Fe-based MTJs. We find that in all cases the net in-plane STTk
also shows oscillations, but typically there is an offset and a
tendency to decay towards a finite (most often positive) value,
describing the net STTk in the limit of a thick Mn3Ga layer.

FIG. 15. Cumulative sums of atomically resolved in-plane STTk
as a function of the number of bilayers n (one ML of MnI and one of
MnII) in Mn3Ga starting from the MgO interface, representing net in-
plane STTk on 2n MLs of Mn3Ga. (a)–(d) show sub-lattice specific
quantities, calculated using the results in Fig. 14 for the four different
junctions (as indicated on the panels), but also not shown there in-
plane STTk for the MnII sublattice. The net quantity (black circles),
representing the torque on the net moment of 2n MLs of Mn3Ga,
is calculated as τ x

net (n) = ∑n
i=0 [2τ x

i (MnII ) − τ x
i (MnI)] from the two

sublattice-specific quantities. Bottom panels are τ x
net (n) for other Fe-

based junctions, comparing effect of (e) the c-constant variation in
Mn3Ga (see also Fig. 5) and (f) the variation of the interface spacing
d (as in Fig. 4) or Mn3Ga termination on MnII-MnII (Fig. 3).

For the thinner barrier, the large interface STTk on the first
MnI-Ga layer, a feature that we attribute to interface reso-
nance states, results in a net STTk, which is even somewhat
higher than that in the Fe-based MTJ. Note that the atomi-
cally resolved STTk away from the interface in the all-FiMTJ
are almost an order of magnitude smaller than that in the
Fe-based MTJs (Fig. 14). This is reflected in the net STTk
for the 5 ML junctions [Fig. 15(c) and 15(d)], which appear
qualitatively identical, albeit scaled by about a factor of 10. It
is also interesting to see that despite differences in the phase
and frequency of the spatial oscillations as a function of the
c-constant, the net in-plane STTk for junctions with the same
barriers tend to saturate at the same level. Hence, we establish
that there is little sensitivity of net in-plane torkance to the
lattice parameters of Mn3Ga. What affects the net STTk more
significantly is the interlayer distance d and we see that the
STTk can change sign with compression of d (although it is
likely that such small interface spacings are nonphysical). The
interface termination is also important, although our example
of MnII-MnII termination might not be representative of a
real situation, since we have only removed the top MnI-Ga
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layer, but preserved the interface distance and the MgO termi-
nation. This case was only included for illustrative purposes
to show the effect of changing just one of the interfaces in
the junction. Overall, our results suggest that, despite the
long-range oscillations, the staggered alignment between the
two magnetic sublattices STTk would be giving rise to a net
switching torque in the limit of sufficiently thick Mn3Ga slab.
Furthermore, in this material, torque modification is possible,
using either the thickness of the layer or interface engineering.

VII. CONCLUSION

We report on first-principles [NEGF + SDFT(LSDA)] cal-
culations of atomically resolved spin-transfer torque in a
ferrimagnetic tetragonal Mn3Ga in Fe/MgO junction and in
an all-ferrimagnetic junction based on Mn3Ga. In a scattering
region extending to over 76 Å of Mn3Ga, we find a long-
range oscillatory decay of the STT, both in the linear response
(zero-bias) regime and at finite bias. This oscillation is in-
vestigated against variations of the material parameters and
stack geometry, and found to be persistent. It is quantitatively
understood from the bulk electronic structure of Mn3Ga and
the spin-filtering properties of the Fe/MgO side of the junc-
tion. Spin-transport properties are also compared to the case of
an analogous fully Mn3Ga-based FiMTJ stack, which shows
similar spatial oscillations and decay rate of the in-plane STT,
but usually at a lower by about a factor of 0.1 amplitude. The
later junctions have been constructed to be symmetric with
odd number of MgO MLs (3 or 5) and are found to be prone
to interface states supporting resonant tunneling, especially in
the 3-ML case. This leads to enhancements of both the net
STT and the TMR effect at the Fermi level, in comparison to
the asymmetric Fe-based junctions. We also find a significant
enhancement of the out-of-plane (fieldlike) torque at the inter-
face, which becomes even more pronounced at finite bias. The
oscillations in the STTk lead to oscillatory behavior also of the
net in-plane torque as a function of the thickness of Mn3Ga
layer, but the net STT stabilizes for sufficiently thick lay-
ers. The net in-plane torques calculated in Fe/MgO/Mn3Ga
junctions saturate at about 750 × 1010 �−1 m−2, for 3 MLs
of MgO, and to 100 × 1010 �−1 m−2, for 5 MLs, which is
significantly larger when compared to the net in-plane STT
of 2 × 1010 �−1 m−2 calculated in analogous Fe/MgO/Fe
junctions with 6-ML MgO [6].

The bias dependence of the TMR effect in any of the
Mn3Ga-based MTJs appears to be largely determined by the
band-edges of the spin-up (in our convention) �1-symmetry
band in the z direction of tetragonal Mn3Ga. Although, we

have not calculated TMR(Vb), we have identified key features
in the energy-dependent spin-polarized transmission coeffi-
cients, also defining in passing TMR(E ), which would give
rise to peaks and sign changes in TMR(Vb). In the Fe-based
structure, we find a modest TMR at equilibrium (up to 50%),
but a characteristic feature in the transmissions due to a band
gap in the 
-Z direction for tetragonal Mn3Ga in the energy
range 0.15–0.4 eV above the Fermi level, which we expect to
result in a peak in the TMR(Vb) near 0.5 V. We also anticipate
a change in the TMR sign at negative bias (under 1V). Such
asymmetric TMR effect, featuring a peak and a sign-change
in the range −1 to 1 V, is in agreement with experimental
observations in similar Mn-based FiMTJs [20].

In the all-Mn3Ga FiMTJs, which we propose, the cor-
responding islandlike feature in the equilibrium TMR(E )
appears enhanced because of the higher spin-down transmis-
sion in the P state, compared to the Fe-based AP case, where
the minority spin is missing a �1 band in the Fe electrode, but
a lower transmission for both spin species in the AP state of
the former junction in this energy range. This enhancement
in TMR(E ) is much stronger for the thicker barrier. Inter-
estingly, for the junction with the thinner barrier we find a
much more significant with respect to the Fe case TMR effect
(some 123%) close to equilibrium (0 V) due to surface-state
resonant tunneling in this mirror-symmetric junction. Further
self-consistent finite bias calculations can elucidate more ac-
curately the anticipated features of the finite bias TMR effect
in these systems. However, there are clear indications that,
both the all-FiM (still to be demonstrated experimentally) and
the one-sided Mn3Ga-based MTJs, which we propose, hold
high promise for applications in STT oscillators and memory
cells, with their high current-induced torques and encouraging
TMR effect.
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